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Introduction 

The discussion concerned on economics and management is being discussed within the Buddhist 

context, and it is well known though the Buddhism has never tried to make the Buddhist lay 

society avoid from the sustainable economic process. However, higher management abilities are 

required for a Buddhist follower.  A Buddhist layman has to manage his professions, family 

background, social relations and his inner development for his own emancipation. There is no 

chance even for a Buddhist monk who has to fulfill a several social responsibilities. No one can 

argue on a less responsible for a Buddhist monk even he is supported by the lay society. Every 

individual has to manage something less or more responsibilities relevant on the welfare of the 

humans. Especially, on the modern context if someone monk is less of a duty is objected to be 

abused. That‟s nature of a social view but is not a wrong viewpoint. Depending on the social 

demanding every individual even an ordained person is taking part in a management function in 

the lifespan.  Therefore, it is quite clear of a requirement of a systematic management subject 

within the Buddhist study context.  

Research Problem 

There is a big problem in the modern context while identifying the profession, even among the 

Buddhist subject followers in the universities. The Buddhist religious institutes are in needs of 

oxygen of a systematic management subject in the Buddhist context. Here, I am going to make 

clear the benefits of a systematic Buddhist management subject. On the other hand, I hope it will 

be a suggestion for the Buddhist scholars for a preparation of a current requirement.  
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Research Methodology 

The articles, and research papers presented by several scholars were taken as the resources in this 

research paper. 

Research Discussion  

Every institution including Buddhist monasteries are correlated with the fulfilling duties in the 

society. As the modern world is much complex and challengeable there is no any single chance 

even for an ordained Buddhist monk to be sided away from such social challenges. Every single 

individual is flexible with the current challenges in the society. The current world is flexible with 

the management studies and more domains even in the general social levels. The institutions 

including Buddhist monasteries are being run on the way. Here, it can be proposed that a 

systematic Buddhist management subject would be more helpful for who is directing any social, 

religious, educational institutes in the context of Buddhist premises. The benefits are being 

gained even now without such a systematic Buddhist management subject. It can be expected 

more benefits of welfare through such a systematic Buddhist management subject. The subject 

discussion should be made among the Buddhist scholars in witnessing the common welfare and 

benefits specially, for the Buddhist followers. Individual‟s professional identification increasing 

can be expected among the citizens. The real professional identification in the Buddhist activists 

can be observed in a hesitation. The lower concepts on hesitation concerning the real professional 

identification is can be seen in broader sense. A preparation in such a subject would be helpful 

for the professionals around the local area, cities, country and entire the global. The reality of the 

life can never be covered by anyone else. Therefore, a clear professional identification should be 

encouraged through a systematic Buddhist management subject.  

Research Conclusion  

The reality of life is always revealed naturally for every individual. The hesitation on 

professional identification must put away under a systematic Buddhist management subject. A 

hesitation on real identification can be seen even among the Buddhist subject followers of 

universities in introduction of their selves. So it is a significant social problem I could observe in 

the society. If a nothing solution can never be a problem. Every issue has a solution. This 

proposal can bring a solution even for in the administrative sectors in Buddhist context including 
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religious places. Buddhist religious places are in the requirement of oxygen of a strong 

management which is relevant with the modern context. The Buddhist tradition has been 

administrated along the history, but it is in need of oxygen in the current context. Therefore, for a 

clear welfare and benefits for all in common definitely there must be a systematic Buddhist 

management subject in the university degree level. The concerned subject must be impacted with 

a practical application in the social, educational and administrative levels. The current world is 

flexible with the university degrees. Therefore, the concerned subject must be developed under 

the relevant scholars. 
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